WYLION’S

Written By Bradley Clark & Jermaine Hurley

Wether You Like It Or Not are currently a Non funded
online platform housing a team of creatives bound
together by their love of film, graphic novels, Video
Games and a website soon to be launched where they
will cause havoc.
Created To shake up the monotony for up and coming
talent in both conventional and unconventional ways
Starting With online comics and web serials.
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Message From The
Head Writer

What If God Was One of Us?
-Joan Osbourne

What if He wasn’t Joan?
-Bradley Clark

How Would You Know?
-Culumbo

You Know what your probably right but hes
either lazy or extremely bored of it all and...
-Bradley Clark’s Genius
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Now Being a fan of Comics I really Like the notion of being

then before you know it your either a heretic or a saint for making

godlike as a writer......but I’m not necessarily the best at it I’m just

it happen.

more Pro Active. This is one of many arguments of a writer trying
to be modest in river of bullshit and self love.

Now I’m not here to ram religion vitamins in your snack wrap or
get you to drink or renounce the cool aid. if your happy and it

Being a former conspiracy stoner i learned to question everything

makes you happy then be happy. I’m spiritual but i don’t believe in

like why do we work for parchment paper, why is the paper more

organised religion I believe that certain things may of happened

valuable than just helping people if we can. in theory I believe we

but were interpreted wrong or inaccurately.

are still the cavemen at the core... bickering over the rocks and
shiny stones that ultimately distract us from dying as well as living
while the whole tribe starves.

As He Who Wins Writes the Book and you can not be right all the
time just more consistent. But i digress Its a comedy of errors
waiting to be explained badly and I Feel That can be achieved

Now consumption is something i believe we are good at I mean

quite easily via the collective warped mind of the WYLION

its easy, in our nature..... should a stupid person eat? maybe?

machine We have been building.

maybe not? who knows?
Human beings have convinced ourselves that what we do to our
planet is important and the choices we make are of epic
value......which to be fair the ants are probably more informed
than us i mean theres alot more of those mother lovers, they can
fly and build stuff quickly......

In the words of someone wiser than me
“You either laugh or cry at what life throws at you but eventually
your eyes will hurt and you’ll lose your voice.......being quiet is
cool too.....are there any more malteasers left? i wanna eat some
with this tube of Pringles Gonna make chocolate snack tacos”
-Stoner Guy at a Party I went to.....

I digress my main point is that the only thing i know is that i know
very little and seeing is believing.

All the Best

Admittedly the moment an idea is outside the brain nowadays it

Bradley Clark

becomes real to the eye fairly quickly. As others can then see/read
that idea they can dispute that idea, love that idea, hate that idea

Head Writer @ WYLION
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THE LIST: WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK &
JERMAINE HURLEY
Centered on Bobb. The Inventor of laziness and caretaker
of the milky way.....he really really really shouldn’t have the
job or maybe he is perfect for it. Either way he’s Bobb The
creator of the current universe.
Learn everything you wanted to know about the universe
but were probably not expecting through the eyes of Bobb.

The Meaning Of Life by John the Catfish
Our universe as we know it was invented by a group called The
Collective aka The Committee. Who are responsible for the milky
ways inhabitants. Which is seen as a nursery to the other universes.
Due to it infancy, or constant calamity... its currently running in safe
mode where nothing goes completely extinct, as soon as the last two
of any kind of thing is sent to the holding bay in Atlantis.
However due to an oversight the last 2 of any species become
immortal and sent to the holding bay regardless of what sex is left.....

Resulting in awkward same sex companionships and outer species
breeding resulting in human beings being created which essentially
every remaining animal from the moment Bobb was given the job
crafted in Bobb’s frame work. Nobody knows who had the job before
only that Billl may of had it at one point

Theres been alot of them However the Committee like dinosaurs....
(Damn That DRAGON) had 4 versions.....even gave them several
planets...Saturn......Uranus...Mars..... several species lost mainly due
to a severe design flaw getting out of hand no back ups until Bob
came along.....

The Plan: In order for Humans to survive longer than the dinosaurs
Bobb Set Out to invent several religions in hopes that humans will
guess theres no such thing or that not all of them can be true

The List: What Bobb has done, what he will do and what he has to
deal with.

(OK Who the FUCK is BOBB & Who The Fuck Is Billl?!?!)

I’m Getting to that......this stuff is important

Only the 1st and last of any kind can exist in the holding bay at one
time....as its the place of destruction and creation and acts as a back
up....reset and.....to prevent another dinosaur style mass suicide....
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Factions Editied By Bobb

The Myths

Dinosaurs

Before I was About there was Beast and Dinosaurs co-existing over
the plains of Pangea. Beast such as griffins, minotaurs, Centuars,
Dragons, huge Anocondas, krakkens and talking trees The majority
of which stay within the ark and cross breed different species to be
added to the chain.

A badly designed predecessor to humanity often suicidal and anxious
due to their high intelligence and inappropriate limbs. The committee
was forced to abandon the design after several mass suicides sent
them over the celestial budget resource wise...... some remain in the
ark constantly threatening to kill themselves know full well they
can’t.....How I Love Safe Mode.

The Committee
a group of 12 beings that used to be on mount Olympus that debate
the selling points of the Milky Way a new galaxy and potential tourist
attraction. They pitch ideas to Me The caretaker then I make their designs reality and them to the chain. They have dabbled a bit in the
life of mortals to make them more interesting but tend not to dabble
too much as babying a species causes them to be over reliant. All 12
have 3 forms their real form, an animal form and their astral projection form..... a form which allows them to speak to a species on their
level and not freak them out. Their animal forms are often used in the
meeting room so that no major injuries are suffered during debates.
and hardly anybody seen their real forms

The Everyman company
The Everyman company is a fleet of clones sent out into every era of
time of human history in order for the plan to follow its course. Often
affulent and have the surname Veryman. During your time there are
3 everymen due to the flux of activity over the last 100 years.
Everymen cannot die but vanish after 100 years with the memories
transferring to the next in line like a passing of a torchmade by Billl a
caretaker twice before me (Person Inbetween really messed
things Up to the point i had to reset everything) by doing so he
broke the one of the main rules (let them figure it out) in turn he
was demoted to scapegoat and is blamed for everything that goes
wrong
The Guys
A Gift, A Burden, a new species a whole heap of problems. A lot of
paperwork now i have to stay awake for the rest of my shift on the
cycle
The Guys Problems
Meh too busy doing my list but if it gets too much i’ll help those
guys...the guys too
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Places and Objects of Interest by Bobb
Atlantis: Atlantis stands in a pocket between reality and light and
becomes visible every 2 thousand years to the naked eye (Naked
People) Labelled as the Ark in the Past due to its role after the flood
holding 2 of every animal part of the safe mode testing era of man’s
cycle (kind of like a fire drill but for a whole planet)
The Hub: a Place where Everything is made for use sort of like a garage also doubles up as a place where you can actually get a phone
signal.

The Book: a dimension where rules are made and etched into stone
Tablet by Abraham, Mohammed and Jesus just kidding its just My
diary....... which is in a dimension which holds Jesus, Mohammed,
Abraham Buddha and Ganesh...so humans go cold turkey of this
religion nonsense... Its fairly complicated but fits perfectly on my
shelf
Bobb’s Bed: Erm its a four poster memory foam has the most
accurate amount of steps to the fridge, toilet and snacks making it
proper....snoozy.
The Meeting Room: a Place where I Get told What To Do by small
animals that argue amongst themselves.

Holding Bay: a sort of airlock area where new species get
transferred to upon creation whether internal, external dropped in or
by accident or by joint ventures
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Characters in Brief

Name: Bobb X (BX)
Alias: Mr Bobb, The Caretaker.
Bio: Bob The caretaker embed with the power of creation Bob has a
Plan which is straying of course as he invented the lazy virus for
humans not to develop so quickly as so that they last longer than
dinosaurs and is all part of bobs plan... however in the holding bay
he had no test subjects other than himself and subject him self to the
serum before inventing the antidote the last Caretaker left our
universe in a right mess. Dinosaur Bones everywhere no blueprints
just putting it mildly it was a stressful 1st week....It was so stressful
as time went on he realised that the universe inhabitants were acting
strangely however with the universe in safe mode he can just take a
nap....until something happens
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Name: John the Catfish

Name: Billl Y (BY)

Alias: Fin Grrs

Alias: Horny, The Scapegoat, The Billl.

Bio: is a female cat with gills that hates getting wet, doesn't eat fish
particular about details... John is a relic of Bobb’s old consciousness
and was a result of curious non hungry cat jumping in water. As a
further result an interspecies abomination cap was invented for class
B species...... pets. Mainly as They have no real purpose in the
scheme of things apart from John the worlds most focused and only
real catfish.

Bio: Billl is a Consultant to the caretaker....As he was The Caretaker
held order over earth a Cycle before Bobb. Bill was Ousted after
“The Incident” now he’s Demoted to scapegoat a being of blame....
as everything happening now is his fault apparently. Nothing is
known about Bill’s past other than he was a lonely child. Obsessed
with his appearance he invented the EGO a way of survival and
finesse virus that make everything want to be better. which was
meant to be used as part of His Plan. Much like Bobb when he tested
it on himself he over did it thinking about everything down to the last
detail in order for His “Plan” to go ahead. Knowing he was going to
lose his “Job” after one Cycle Bill put what he likes to call safeguards
in The Cycle. Unfortunately one thing he hadn’t planned of is the lazy
virus a simple but effective way of handling the Sentiant Trait of
“Sadness” introduced by the Caretaker inbetween. The 2 Traits ego
and Laziness merged to create religion which is similar to what killed
the dinosaurs the only similar trait meaning the end of existence on
the planet earth. Which is why The New Plan must work. Billl often
tries to sort the major things before Bobb wakes up. But It’s all a
strain even for The Billl.
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Name: Madam Magda

Name: Phil

Alias: Too many to mention

Alias: The Name that no longer exists, My Cup

Bio: The 1st ever whore in existence first bi product of ego vital to
the plan... Her genetics in the human DNA timeline and are triggered
by a compliment overdose. Now works as a permanent pa to john
the catfish wants cash up front for everything and anything. Plans the
office parties. Handles DNBE (Different and New Beast Effect) A
Department With hardly any new activity.....

Bio: 1st human to suffer from religion a disease....builds 1st statue
(idol) for Billl in hopes to communicate with him after Bobb saves a
village from destruction by hovering up a hurricane. He prayed that
his concept of money will help maintain order, Billl Agreed and gave
him the power of money. Ironically Phil died of starvation as people
didn’t take to the idea well and revolted forcing him to lock himself in
a vault. Phil Now works in the DBE (Domino & Butterfly Effect)
Department In The Hub now. Does errands for Billl when on his
“Breaks”.
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Name: Curtis The Tuna

Name: Michael the Mannate

Alias: Flakes

Alias: Wee Mikey Boy, Loch Ness, Nessie

Bio: A Prehistoric Tuna with a loud mouth and loads to love works on
Insects and Aquatic Deaths. Used to date a Flipper. Office Loud
Mouth Has Hair, looks like a dolphin.

Bio: Michael is a “Scottish” mannate that acts as a translator for
Bobb. Goes to Loch Ness for her holidays run a successful global
business despite originally being from Saturn. The committee second
failed project. pitched as if the earth if it was bigger had more moons
and a ring surrounding the dinosaurs would love it.... new design
more stuff less sunshine and hayfever.....Yeah you guessed it
Another “Lemon Mourning”. Saturn is now a Bird sanctuary....
Michael she was ok and survived due to her not moving when she
should have done as she couldn’t be bothered. Bobb saw this and
came up with the concept of lazy staying still out of choice which in
turn stop the subject from wanting to end it all. Michael was relocated
to earth and settled near glasgow due to their pleasurable outlook on
life and as a result became an expert on human languages.
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Name: Derek The Brontosaurus

Name: Demetri the Triceritops

Alias: Dee Bee

Alias: Dee Tee

Bio: A She is Demetri’s younger “Sister” We Say “Sister” as they
were found next to each other....They Don’t know if there are different
breeds of dinosaur as they have no recollection of their past lives as
living dinosaurs due to safe mode having to operate from a reset
point after the event simply called The Lemon Mourning” (Which
Explains the notion of Lemmings) Where Every dinosaur on earth at
the time decided to opt out collectively. Derek is non vegetarian
which apparently was a life choice rather than a way of life and
believes creatures deserve to have release kind of like a Reverse
hippy but with good intentions.......It’s weird but she believe she is
helping them by eating them but completely understands their right
not to be eaten... Other than that Derek is a carefree Fun Loving
Dinosaur. The Rules later switched around the gender of names, due
to her structure and easy going nature giraffes are invented.....with
the help of El Bon Ba Bon.

Bio: Demetri was the only dinosaur not to drink the cool aid......ok
she drank it last and was the only dino left standing during the mass
suicide......Being one of the last she was given the opportunity by Billl
to no longer be a spinster who “accidentally” switched off the
beastiality lock after being put under pressure from the Committee to
make “changes” To The Boring, Blue and Green Planet. As a Result
rhinos were Made with the Horned Stallion Bonnie and Demetri was
later shocked to find Bonnie was “Unfaithful” With Her “Sister” due to
Demetri’s status in the universe she can not die (One of the last of
her kind That Was Found) just glad she can have babies but hates
the fact bonnie was “unfaithful” and wasn’t happy with just her for
eternity. Causing for them to constantly argue. In Spite Of This
Bonnie Prefers her company as Derek Keeps Offering To Eat El Bon
Bon Babon as Well as Her & His Babies....Other than that Lovely
Dinosaur.
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Name: Bonnie the unicorn

Name: Erika The Unicorn

Alias: El Bon Bon Babon

Alias: Ri Ri

Bio: a deflated sarcastic mythical being that cannot die...been living
since the dinosaurs father to 10,000 rhinos and other subspecies
constantly argues with Demetri due to his infidelity....She Is the
Closest thing he has to a wife. Which he tells both of them (as well
as other ladies of the flesh) its his Job and for the good of the
universe....Which in his case is the truth. He just upset he and his
gay annoying uncle survived the dinosaur self genocide rather than
his wife so now he bones every thing.....female....Adding to his Don
Juan complex which was actually him on his break.

Bio: Bonnie’s Homo-sexual Uncle. As luck would have it despite the
two were complaining about having an underground cave with no
grazing area before the end happened with the dinosaurs. Living with
the trolls actually saved their lives. As they are alway standing in
front of stuff expecting money acting as a mass troll like shield. Erika
currently dates a Dodo called Ramone, Its very Passionate and
noisy.
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Name: Sanchez The Dodo

Name: Ramone The Dodo

Alias: El Miserable, The Scoundrel

Alias: Ram Bam

Bio: Has the swagger of fuck it and laughs at the pain of others,
mainly due to him being raised by parrots raised by pirates. Single
Handily got the rest of the dodo species to kill themselves. Sanchez
was laughing all the way to the ark along with an egg which grew to
be Ramone. Despite his genocidal practical jokes, being the only
dodo that was self aware during it all, he tries to be a good dad to
Ramone via tough love. As a result Ramone is the polar opposite
and hates his non understanding “dad”.... who secretly loves him alot
but won’t let anybody else know.....If he can help it...

Bio: Currently dates Erika the Unicorn. Ramone is a complete
enabler that is not even sure if he is gay but like to make things
around him happy...Part of the Dodo Philosophy I suppose and due
to his defiance of Sanchez. Which Often Leads him into situations he
feels trapped in like his bad relationships before Erika.
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